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Alice in Wonderland is a 1972 American animated musical fantasy film based on the 1911 novel Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. In this version of Wonderland, humans and animals live in harmony under Queen Alice's rule. The
Queen's palace is located in the town of Town Hall. The film features two songs. One of them was named The Jabberwocky, The other song is "Once Upon a Dream". The cartoon's soundtrack was released in stereo on LP record. Five separate

record labels were used to release the soundtrack. The songs were also released on cassette. In the film, the Jabberwock is an enormous beast that shoots bolts from its mouth. At the end of the film, it is seen in fight with the White Rabbit, the Red
Queen, and the White Knight. Alice falls into a pond and wakes up at the Mad Hatter's tea party. The band is joined by King March and a group of seven musicians, who play a piece with the title "Alice's Welcome to Wonderland". Alice and the king
dance around a fire and The Mad Hatter, Hare, and Humpty Dumpty begin singing "A Fine Unlucky Day". The Queen is seen smiling and looking happy. The title song of the cartoon, "Alice's Wonderland", was written by Mack David and performed
by The Sherman Brothers. Alice: Madness Returns is the sequel to American McGee's Alice and was released on August 7th, 2011. American McGee, the game's creator, stated that he wanted to take Alice back to where the series originated from,
which is the eight-bit world. It is a 3D action-adventure game set in the year 2012, with themes of Alice in Wonderland. You play as Alice, an amnesiac girl who awakens in a prison for women. You must navigate a series of dangerous tests to find a
way out of the insane ward. In order to escape, Alice must take on the forms of various animals as she opens doors which lead her to her freedom. Story:Alice: Madness Returns begins with the story of a young woman named Alice, who awakens in
a prison. She has no memory about where she is or who she is. The Warden, who is a schizophrenic man, says that he found her wandering in the park, and that she is in the insane ward because she has lost her memory. The Warden then takes

her to the asylum, where he warns that he will destroy her memories if she does not cooperate. While in the
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